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urdue University Libraries are resurrecting a 1906 Soil Survey of Tippecanoe
County, Indiana and mashing it with itself in order to add value, access, and
interaction beyond the more traditional scan/describe/store model of collection
recovery. 











materials and the project and documents the pro-
cess of taking beautiful, important, but underused analog materials and decompil-












Special thanks to Jae Kim & Chiung-Shiuan Fu
Graduate Assistants, Purdue University Libraries 
and Darrell Schulze, Purdue University Professor of Agronomy
Additional thanks to Carl Snow and Sammie Morris, 
Purdue Libraries Archives & Special Collections
...and the Agricultural, Consumer, and 
Environmental Sciences Library at UIUC
map data are being served by MapServer, 
open source from the University of Minnesota at mapserver.gis.umn.edu
map interface built with ka-Map!, 
open source from MapTools.org at ka-map.maptools.org
narrative portion stored, served from Purdue Libraries' eArchives, 
a CONTENTdm installation at earchives.lib.purdue.edu
data for bottom level of middle image from Tippecanoe Coun-
ty, Indiana SSURGO Interim Product CD-ROM, sv2.7, Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, courtesy of NRCS-Indiana
Powered by
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oil surveys are de-
tailed reports on 
the soils of an area, usu-
ally a county. They are
comprised of two pri-
mary formats (narrative
and map). They are used
by agronomists, farm-






ur conversations with agronomists and soil scientists revealed the two 
components of the survey documents are typically used simultaneously, 
and that typically one needs to move from the map to the narrative based on 
the soil categories or phenomena that are common to both.
he idea, then, was to strip both components of the publication down to 
their data elements – text and map geometry, respectively – then build 
them back up in a mutually-aware, interactive web application.
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p was also scanned, but had several more steps ahead of it he ma
it could become usable fodder for the application. before 
rectified; stretched and warped in order to be registered First it was 
er place on the earth. This process required us to place to its prop
oints” on the map, which are specific locations on our “control p
map that we know correspond 
with locatable points on a map 
or maps we know to be true.
n ArcGIS, we placed ~300 con-I
trol points during this process, 
overkill no doubt, but it resulted 
n a RMS (Root Mean Square) i
Error of 0.
n other words, the map was as I
digitally-accurate as possible 
and any inaccuracy would be the 
fault of the original.
onsiderable time went into developing a process that was automatable and efficient. Rather than 
fuss with pixel-level classification, for example, we used Definiens Professional Earth (formerly 
eCognition) to apply segmentation algorithms to 
the raster content. Consider the colors in the im-
age at immediate right as zones of like colors. As 
such, the zones can be vectorized as continuous 
shapes (far right), more suitable for classification 
and, later, conversion into a geospatial format.
These zones were extracted as polygons into a geo-
database. Once there, edges were smoothed, gaps 
filled, and unclassed or mis-classed polygons were fixed through  the application of database topologies 
and proximity geoprocessing (e.g. assigning classes to “blank” polygons based on their nearness to 
classed polygons).
Through repetition and refinement, we were able to hone the process to where it took ~10 hours from 
start to finish (including as much as 2-3 hours of unnecessary control point placement). We’re pleased 
with this pace, though maps after 1906 tend to be much more complex.
ur online GIS was built on top of a MapServer/PostGIS 
back end and we used the open source ka-Map! API to 
precache and pre-tile MapServer’s output so that usability was 
nd smooth.
map proffers a picklist of the results. 
Clicking the “Preview in eArchives” link pipes CON-
TENTdm imagery straight into  a preview window with 
The preview image itself is the link into the full 
ument.
Additional (non-survey) map layers were and will be 
added, but at this point the target functionality – mov-
ng from map to narrative based on shared semantic targets – is working.i
he extensibility of our model has us thinking of ways to integrate many types of additional con-
tent, both explicitly and implicitly geospatial. The map speaks fluent XML, and we have success-
fully leveraged this capability toward the inclusion of wiki and content management system (CMS) 
content in the map itself. This allows us to annotate the map with anything that can itself be related to 
the earth, including citations to articles, images, snippets of other maps, or videos.
Doing so will in some ways make the map itself a platform, an API that is easily-mashable with content 
contributed from agronomists, high schoolers, historians, or those long-dead surveyors whose field 
notes have survived them. No knowledge or interest in GIS required.
more intuitive a
Querying the 
the query term (soil class) highlighted using 
CONTENTdm’s highlighting mechanism.
CONTENTdm-hosted doc
Map with georeferenced citation from MySQL database ...with QuickTime .mov in RSS ...with text from a wiki entry and an image from disk
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